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Dear Sirs
In addition to the council submission on the above review I wish to
submit my own with regard to the Windlesham Ward.
I fully support the Council submission that the boundary of the
Windklesham Ward be extended to the A322 to include the roads
listed in the Council's submission previously in the Bagshot Ward
and to keep all remaining Windlesham Boundaries
However I would put forward further changes to extend
Windlesham ward to take in all those roads and properties to the
north of the M3 as far as the edge of the Surrey Heath borough
boundaries to take in the roads previously in Chobham ward
consisting of the following roads:
Chertsey Road-to the borough boundary
Woodlands Lane to remain in Windlesham as although this loops
south of the M3 in parts it leads directly into Windlesham and has
long term community connections
Highams Lane-to motorway
Windsor Road-to motorway
This would amount to an additional 100 to 150 electors,
It would also make a more consistent ward with the natural
boundary of the M3and continues other parts of the common
already in this ward.
Most people in this area consider that they are part of Windlesham
anyway ( The old BOC HQ recently bought has always had
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a Windlesham focus and address) and they are considerably nearer
the centre of Windlesham than Chobham.
Chertsey Road leads through this area straight down into
Windlesham compared to the more convoluted route into Chobham.
I believe that this would be a better solution to move this area to
Windlesham rather than remain rather artificially in Chobham.
Moira Gibson
Councillor,Windlesham Ward
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